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ABSTRACT

Coproduction of knowledge is believed to be an effective way to produce usable climate science knowledge through a process of collaboration between scientists and decision makers. While the general principles of coproduction—establishing long-term relationships between scientists and stakeholders, ensuring two-way communication between both groups, and keeping the focus on the production of usable science—are well understood, the mechanisms for achieving those goals have been discussed less. It is proposed here that a more deliberate approach to building the relationships and communication channels between scientists and stakeholders will yield better outcomes. The authors present five approaches to collaborative research that can be used to structure a coproduction process that each suit different types of research or management questions, decision-making contexts, and resources and skills available to contribute to the process of engagement. By using established collaborative research approaches scientists can be more effective in learning from stakeholders, can be more confident when engaging with stakeholders because there are guideposts to follow, and can assess both the process and outcomes of collaborative projects, which will help the whole community of stakeholder-engaged climate-scientists learn about coproduction of knowledge.

1. Introduction

As we come to grips with the impacts of climate change on our natural and cultural resources, our cities and towns, and our personal health and well-being, the production of “usable” climate knowledge—information that can help inform management, planning, and governance—has become a goal for many scientists, agencies, and governments. One promising way to develop usable climate knowledge is to coproduce it. Coproduction of knowledge is the process of producing usable, or actionable, science through collaboration between scientists and those who use science to make policy and management decisions. Coproduction involves collaborations between scientists and decision makers to frame research questions, decide how to answer the questions, and analyze the findings (Lemos and Morehouse 2005). Research on the outcomes of collaborations between scientists and decision makers has shown that when knowledge is coproduced it is more likely to be accepted and used by decision makers. By participating in its production, the information becomes more transparent to end users (Jasanoff and Wynne 1998); the process by which the information is produced is perceived to be more legitimate (Cash et al. 2006); the information is more likely to be at spatial and temporal scales useful to decision makers (Dilling and Lemos 2011); the knowledge is easier to integrate with existing information because it fits into the decision framework of the agency or organization (Carbone and Dow 2005; Lemos et al. 2012); and the end users gain a greater sense of ownership over the final product because they have contributed to it (Robinson and Tansey 2006). Because coproduction of knowledge takes time and resources to do well and is a process that is not well understood there are currently a limited numbers of scientists who undertake it (Cvitanovic et al. 2015; Shanley and López 2009), contributing to a gap between
the number of people producing usable climate science and the demand from users for that information (Dilling and Lemos 2011; Lemos et al. 2014).

This paper aims to help close that gap by presenting several examples of modes of engagement and collaborative research approaches that can be used to structure a process of coproduction of climate science. Mode of engagement refers to the basic character of the interactions between scientists and decision makers. Research approaches mean a set of guidelines and activities designed to guide collaborative processes and data collection methods in order to achieve the overall research goals. We hope to lower the barriers to coproduction of knowledge by framing these approaches—action research (AR), transdisciplinarity, rapid assessment process (RAP), participatory integrated assessment (PIA), and boundary organizations—as tools to help guide and support researchers undertaking this challenging, yet rewarding, research. Several of these approaches have been used in climate science knowledge production (transdisciplinarity, PIA, and boundary organizations) and two (AR and RAP) are more generally associated with social science or development work. All of these approaches have been tested over time and in various contexts and been shown to be effective in engaging community members and decision makers in research processes.

The key elements in a successful coproduction process have been identified generally as building ongoing relationships between scientists and stakeholders, ensuring two-way communication between the groups, and maintaining a focus on the production of usable science (Dilling and Lemos 2011; Lemos and Morehouse 2005; National Research Council 2009). The factors required to support these activities are typically ensuring that the science team has the technical and disciplinary capabilities to answer the question; ensuring that both groups have the ability to facilitate the relationship; and ensuring that the science team has the resources (money, time, people) to complete the work in a timely and effective manner (Cvitanovic et al. 2015; Shanley and López 2009). However, confusion remains about exactly what should occur in a coproduction process to yield actionable science—what coproduction actually “looks like”—and why seemingly actionable science is not always used by decision makers. Although many factors may influence the use, or lack of use, of climate science in decision making, we propose that one factor inhibiting its use is that the knowledge is not genuinely being coproduced. Rather, researchers and decision makers may be interacting to some degree, but that interaction may be fairly superficial and may not be sufficient to result in coproduction of knowledge (Pregernig 2006).

In other words, there has been too little attention given to planning for and execution of intensive and effective collaborative research activities that can lead to the coproduction of usable climate science.

Research on public participation in policy making has demonstrated that the ways in which participatory processes occur matter to the outcomes. More extensive engagement, such as through negotiation and mediation activities, tends to lead to higher-quality policy decisions, while cursory public or management input at meetings does not (Beierle 2002; Rowe and Frewer 2005). However, inexperience among researchers, insufficient resources, or a lack of clear guidance on best practices in collaborative knowledge production—or a combination of these and other factors—may hinder efforts to coproduce usable climate science. We argue that one way to improve the process of coproduction is to follow an established collaboration protocol, grounded in participatory research literature, because it can provide guidance on how to plan and manage collaborative activities, frameworks in which to examine stakeholders’ decision contexts and concerns, and guidance on resources required to undertake collaborative research; it can also create better opportunities to evaluate the effectiveness of coproduced knowledge through comparative analysis. Using an established approach can help ensure that we “get the right participation and get the participation right” (Stern and Fireberg 1996). We present a small sample of approaches that can be applied to collaborative climate research. This is not an exhaustive list, but the approaches have been selected to present a range of possible ways to structure a coproduction process, depending on the research question, strengths of the research team, available resources, and the needs of the stakeholders.

2. An evolution in thinking about the dialogue between science and policy: How did we get to the idea of coproduction?

In the decades following World War II, U.S. science policy was heavily influenced by Vannevar Bush’s report titled “Science, the Endless Frontier” (Bush 1960). Bush articulated a vision for the contribution of scientific knowledge to society wherein “basic” research generated new knowledge and “applied” research found practical applications for that knowledge. This reasoning resulted in a linear model of science policy through which knowledge was generated in one domain (science) and then handed off to a recipient domain (society). The two sectors were intentionally isolated (Byerly and Pielke 1995; Pielke 1997; Stokes 1997) in order to insulate science from the value-laden world of applications.
By the early 1970s this linear model of science was critiqued as insufficient for dealing with complex, “wicked” problems that require scientific knowledge but also “rely upon elusive political judgment for resolution” (Rittel and Webber 1973, p. 160). Environmental issues, including climate change, are often cited as the epitome of wicked problems because they involve differing values that result in conflicts that cannot be solved by the simple application of scientific knowledge. As Ludwig (2001, p. 763) noted, “[t]here are no experts on these problems, nor can there be.” Instead, the new reasoning goes, we should establish and maintain a dialogue among the various interested parties, creating a process “in which scientific expertise takes its place at the table with local and environmental concerns” in order to achieve creative solutions to complicated problems (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993).\(^1\) When the need for more inclusive science production processes was recognized, the door was opened for a more integrated approach to addressing complex problems: intentionally bringing together science and other knowledge systems (Cornell et al. 2013).

**Application of coproduction to climate science knowledge**

In an attempt to understand the roles of science in society and society in science, Jasanoff and Wynne (1998) examined several developments in science and technology to demonstrate the ways in which those developments were the product of an “interplay of scientific discovery and description with other political, economic, and social forces” (p. 4). They noted that this process, which they called “co-production” of knowledge, did not represent a tainting of pure scientific discovery by external influences, but rather was a more accurate representation of the ways in which knowledge (particularly, knowledge useful for policy action) is simultaneously constructed and influenced by the society and culture in which it is developed. Lövbrand (2011) labeled this “descriptive co-production” because it described an existing phenomenon. Jasanoff and Wynne (1998) suggested that more generally accepted scientific explanations about the world, in particular about climate change, would emerge “through inclusion rather than exclusion, through participation rather than mystification, and through transparency rather than black boxing” (p. 77).

The descriptive framework created by Jasanoff and Wynne was reframed as a model for improved science and policy development by, among others, Lemos and Morehouse (2005), Dilling and Lemos (2011), and Lemos et al. (2012). Lövbrand (2011) named this new model “prescriptive co-production,” calling it “a normative framework for improved science–society relations” (p. 226). An early example of this new model of coproduction was articulated by Lemos and Morehouse (2005) who identify iterativity in the scientist–stakeholder partnership as the key component in successful co-production of climate knowledge. Iterativity depends on three components: 1) repeated interaction with stakeholders, including during problem definition, research, analysis, and testing results; 2) production of usable science, including making the science understandable, available, and accessible to users; and 3) interdisciplinarity, ensuring that the research integrates all the necessary disciplinary knowledge.

Later, Lemos et al. (2012) refined this prescriptive co-production model to more narrowly focus on the issue of information usability. They noted that the usability of science depends on users’ perception of their information need, how well new knowledge interplays with existing knowledge within the user group, and the level of interaction between knowledge producers and knowledge users. Other factors identified by Lemos et al. (2012) that improve the usability of climate science are two-way communication between the groups and establishment of an ongoing relationship between the groups, both of which increase the information users’ perception of information salience, credibility, and legitimacy, and can address users’ concerns about scientific uncertainty.

While the new prescriptive models outline basic goals or tenets of how to conduct collaborative and usable research, the actual processes by which these activities are undertaken is not well documented. The ways in which collaboration is conducted, decision makers are identified, questions are articulated, and iterativity is achieved are important to the ultimate goal of the production of usable knowledge. Research on public participation in policy and decision making has demonstrated that the structure and implementation of participatory activities impacts the outcome of the collaboration (Beierle 2002; Rowe and Frewer 2005; Stern and Fireberg 1996). Good integration of decision makers’ knowledge into science and the scientists’ knowledge into policy or management requires a strong process, designed around specific collaborative goals, that is executed effectively. We describe this process as deliberate coproduction, which involves explicitly planning coproduction into research processes and applying the best practices in collaborative research to achieve usable science.

---

\(^1\)The perception that scientific knowledge is being pushed aside in coproduction processes may also reduce some scientists’ willingness to participate in these efforts. However, as Jasanoff and Wynne (1998) pointed out, the science/society dichotomy is false; the two have always intermingled and the more they do, the greater the opportunities to produce usable science.
3. Modes and approaches to deliberately coproduce climate science knowledge

We present four overarching modes of engagement, as defined by Biggs (1989), that outline types of relationships between researchers and stakeholders: contractual, consultative, collaborative, and collegial. Different modes can accomplish different research objectives and each has different resource and project management requirements, according to Biggs (1989) (Table 1). Understanding first how different types of engagement can support different research objectives (i.e., which research questions require end-user perspectives to find a solution and which can rest on a linear-science model) and second how to plan the required engagement are both critical to the goal of developing usable climate science. Biggs’ (1989) modes of engagement are somewhat oversimplified characterizations of the ways in which scientists and stakeholders work together. In reality, the lines between the modes are fuzzy, which allows for engagement activities and outcomes to apply to more than one mode. Nonetheless, the simplified form helps distinguish some general principles for engagement.

We also present five approaches to collaborative research—AR, transdisciplinarity, RAP, PIA, and boundary organizations—that can help researchers and stakeholders work together to achieve the tenets of coproduction and produce the knowledge needed by the stakeholders. The context in which a collaborative effort takes place is critical in the selection of an approach. The type of research question determines the general mode of engagement required; then, the people involved, the resources available, the capacities of the scientists and stakeholders to engage in the process, and the political context in which the work takes place all influence the specific research approach best suited to the inquiry. These factors can change during a research project, and flexibility and willingness to correct course along the way is essential to the process of coproduction of knowledge (McNie 2007).

a. Modes of engagement

Mode of engagement refers to the basic character of the interactions between scientists and decision makers: Is the engagement egalitarian? Is the communication two-way? In which aspects of the research are the stakeholders involved? Who will make the final decisions about research methods and/or policy outcomes? Although Biggs (1989) wrote in the context of agricultural research, his modes of engagement are more broadly applicable because of the general principles he highlighted. He stressed that the modes are distinguished by “differences in objectives and the organizational and managerial arrangements they require for implementation” (Biggs 1989, p. 3), not by their ability to solve problems. Each can solve problems effectively when the mode is appropriate to the particular question, context, and resources available.

In the contractual mode, the research emphasis is on testing or verifying technology. Biggs’ (1989) term “contractual” refers to contracts between scientists and farmers for the use of land, services, and resources to test experimental technology under real-world conditions. It does not refer to situations in which stakeholders contract with scientists to answer stakeholder-driven questions. We liken Biggs’ contractual mode to standard academic research wholly conducted by scientists, albeit with the intention of developing real-world applications.

The consultative mode involves “diagnosis, design, technology development, testing, verification, and diffusion” in order to solve a problem pertinent to the community (Biggs 1989, p. 6). In this mode there is interaction between the scientists and stakeholders at specific stages of the research, such as initial problem definition, verification of results, and diffusion of findings. However, the interaction is not necessarily ongoing throughout the process. Stakeholder input may be facilitated or filtered through a social scientist or other research team member who may act as a science translator, somewhat reducing the opportunity for direct interaction and mutual learning between the science team and the stakeholders.

The collaborative mode involves continuous interaction between scientists and stakeholders, who are seen as partners in the research process (Biggs 1989). This mode focuses on questions that require stakeholder input, such as their local knowledge related to resource use, to answer the broader scientific question. Stakeholders are directly involved in the research and, unlike consultative mode, are more likely to speak for themselves in the process. In this mode, the stakeholders are brought into Western science processes, perhaps even receiving formal training as part of their involvement.

Biggs’ fourth mode is “collegial,” which he defined as the formal research system actively strengthening the informal (stakeholder driven) research and knowledge development system. In other words, not only are researchers pursuing a standard scientific research project,
they are also helping to increase the stakeholders’ capacity to design and conduct their own research and solve problems. The collegial mode recognizes that the knowledge gained through local epistemologies is valuable and can support scientist-driven research. While any of these modes can be used to effectively answer a stakeholder-driven question, we note that the engagement required to call a process coproduction of knowledge—to provide enough engagement for stakeholders to feel that the process has been legitimate [using Cash et al.’s (2006) definition]—is more likely to come from collaborative or collegial modes because these modes include the kind of long-term, two-way relationships that lead to coproduction of knowledge.

Once a researcher and stakeholder have determined the research question and general mode of engagement most suited to the question and context, the next step is to identify a specific research approach that will help them understand each other’s concerns, languages, and collaboratively develop usable knowledge. For each general mode of engagement, there are a number of specific research approaches that can help to achieve these goals.

b. Approaches to collaboration

While Biggs’ modes of engagement provide general guidance on how different levels of engagement support different research objectives, the approaches discussed below provide more detail about how to accomplish the necessary level of engagement. Each approach lays out specific activities and actions that researchers can take to reach both the research and collaboration goals of a given project (Table 2). The importance of process also leads us to stress the importance of interdisciplinary research teams, as suggested by Lemos and Morehouse (2005). In addition to all the scientific disciplines involved in producing climate knowledge, social scientists on the team can be instrumental in framing the collaborative approaches, interviewing stakeholders, eliciting the perspectives of stakeholders (Cvitanovic et al. 2014), and encouraging scientists to challenge their own assumptions and biases as they interact with stakeholders and the knowledge the stakeholders bring to the table.

1) Action Research

Action research (AR) is the approach that laid the foundation for collaborative research in the social sciences. As defined by Lewin (1946), AR is a qualitative research approach designed to both solve practical problems and further our generalizable knowledge of societal structures and processes. Lewin directed the method toward communities facing challenging social and economic situations for which no immediate solution was apparent. Lewin recognized that solutions must be meaningful within the context of the community and developed the AR approach to collaborate with community members to frame the inquiry, undertake the research, analyze the findings, and take action. “Together, the professional researcher and the stakeholders define
the problems to be examined, cogenerate knowledge about them, learn and execute social research techniques, take actions, and interpret the results of actions based on what they have learned” (Greenwood and Levin 2007, p. 3). The transparency of the AR approach is intended to ensure that stakeholders view the process and outcomes as legitimate and beneficial. While much AR focuses on social issues, some foundational work has occurred in the context of organizational studies (Greenwood et al. 1993; Whyte and Whyte 1991) (see case study below), which may be more pertinent to those working in the context of management agencies and policy making. The role of the academic researcher in AR may be better described as facilitator and teacher, providing technical guidance to community members while allowing for full community control of the information and resulting actions (Greenwood and Levin 2007).

A key tenet of AR is that once the problem has been diagnosed, action must be taken to change the situation and alleviate the problem (Greenwood and Levin 2007) and those actions should be assessed to determine their effectiveness. In the context of coproduction, this can mean taking policy or management action based on research findings then monitoring the outcomes. The interplay between action and reflection defines AR. The roots of AR are as a tool in effecting social change and, as such, it has been called “openly ideological research” (Lather 1986), which some researchers may find problematic because it implies a lack of objectivity. However, AR has been modified over the years for use in less political contexts although the ultimate goal of AR remains that stakeholders take action to address a problem. Researchers can modify their role to support research, reflection, and analysis necessary to this problem solving. Because AR requires that stakeholders drive the entire process from the framing of the problem to research, analysis, and decision making, it fits only the collegial mode of engagement.

**Action research case study**

In 1980, Xerox and its union workers launched an innovative experiment in participatory action research. The experiment grew out of recognition at Xerox that the market and manufacturing practices were shifting rapidly and that, to remain competitive, they would need to update their practices. Union and management representatives, as well as other employees, were trained as “problem solving teams” (PSTs) that identified problems within the organization and experimented with solutions. When Xerox considered outsourcing the

---

**Table 2. Approaches to collaboration categorized by the mode(s) of engagement they fulfill.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach to deliberate coproduction</th>
<th>Mode(s)</th>
<th>Type of question</th>
<th>Role of research team</th>
<th>Resources required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action research</td>
<td>Collegial</td>
<td>• Stakeholder defined</td>
<td>• Facilitators, teachers, technical guidance</td>
<td>• Sufficient time to spend in stakeholder community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Effecting change for stakeholder</td>
<td>• Support the research of the stakeholder community</td>
<td>• Financial (or other) support for stakeholder participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Social/environmental justice focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transdisciplinarity</td>
<td>Collegial</td>
<td>• Technical question that also has complex political or social impacts</td>
<td>• Equal partners with stakeholders</td>
<td>• Sufficient time to spend on participatory activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid assessment process</td>
<td>Consultative</td>
<td>• Understanding how stakeholders frame an issue; what terms and knowledge systems they use to understand the issue</td>
<td>• Ethnographers—learning about stakeholders’ context</td>
<td>• Social science research training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Proposing solutions to address issue of concern.</td>
<td>• Travel funds to go to stakeholder community/organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory integrated assessment</td>
<td>Consultative</td>
<td>• Scenario planning</td>
<td>• Facilitators of participatory processes</td>
<td>• Sufficient time to spend on participatory activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>• Development of integrated models</td>
<td>• Provide technical input</td>
<td>• Sufficient funds to engage in participatory activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collegial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary organizations</td>
<td>Consultative</td>
<td>• Any of the above</td>
<td>• Purveyors of salient, credible, legitimate science</td>
<td>• Sufficient time to spend on participatory activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sufficient funds support boundary organization work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collegial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
manufacturing of wire harnesses found in some of their products, which was projected to save more than US$3 million dollars per year but would cost 150–180 union jobs, the union asked management for an opportunity to save their jobs by studying the wire harness assembly operation to identify potential cost savings. The employee PST was able to identify surplus costs and make recommendations about cutting them. In the end, the jobs stayed at Xerox and the company saved more than US$4.2 million per year (Pace and Argona 1991). Both management and the union saw this transparent process as legitimate and the outcomes as mutually beneficial.

2) TRANSDISCIPLINARITY

Transdisciplinarity is a research approach that integrates multidisciplinary academic and practitioner knowledge through specific processes to produce a unified product (Jahn et al. 2012). The term has also been used as a broad theoretical concept to explain how knowledge can be produced and how to make science more interdisciplinary and democratic (Jahn et al. 2012). The goals of transdisciplinary research are to address complex, socially relevant problems (Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2006), reconcile social demand for and academic production of knowledge (Hoffmann-Riem et al. 2008), and build upon and use disciplinary knowledge (Klein 2004) while integrating disciplinary and “extra-scientific” knowledge (Jahn et al. 2012).

Jahn et al. (2012) proposed a conceptual model of transdisciplinary research, identifying three phases. Phase 1 is problem transformation, during which the societal problem is framed then related to scientific knowledge. The social and scientific problems are then linked to form a boundary object3 and finally transformed from a boundary object into epistemic objects, or research questions. In phase 2, interdisciplinary integration, the disciplinary science teams interact with each other in several stages to produce new knowledge related to the research questions. Transdisciplinary integration occurs in phase 3 when the results of the knowledge production are assessed and products are assembled for both science and society. Mauser et al. (2013) developed a similar framework for the use of a transdisciplinary approach in sustainability research identifying the phases as codesign of the research (phase 1), coproduction of knowledge (phase 2), and codissemination of the results (phase 3). In both models, knowledge production is integrated and researchers and practitioners are engaged in each phase. The commitment to integrating science and other forms of knowledge in the transdisciplinary approach, and the sustained interactions it requires, makes transdisciplinarity an example of a research approach in the collegial mode of engagement. However, it differs from AR in that it brings the various participants together to accomplish specific tasks, while AR allows for a more immersive experience in which researchers interact with stakeholders within the stakeholders’ social context, which may allow researchers to develop a deeper understanding of stakeholder needs and knowledge systems.

Transdisciplinarity case study

A transdisciplinary project was undertaken to address the issue of the level of active ingredients in pharmaceuticals for human use (active pharmaceutical ingredient, API) in water in Germany (Jahn et al. 2012). The project began by asking a group of stakeholders including medical and pharmaceutical professionals, public health professionals, and water managers to frame the issue as a societal problem. Next, subject matter experts provided a scientific framing of the issue and decisions about the focus of the project, which was to identify strategies to reduce API in waters but which were also sensitive to the conflicting values inherent in the issue. The project team worked with scientists and stakeholders to create a boundary object, which became the following statement: The occurrence of APIs in communal water cycles is an undesirable side effect of the normal mode of operation in the health care system. Research questions related to risk governance, risk perception, and risk communication were then developed based on the statement. After designing a process by which interdisciplinary integration could occur three project subgroups each developed a strategy to reduce APIs, which were then compiled into a formal document. Project outcomes included adoption of one of the reduction measures by a municipality. The strategic combination of scientists and industry stakeholders resulted in specific strategies to address an immediate environmental harm.

3) RAPID ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Rapid assessment process, or RAP (Beebe 2001), is a structured approach to the use of qualitative research methods to identify the “most important elements of the local situation from the perspective of the local participants” (Beebe 2001, p. xvi; emphasis added) and the key terms and categories used by the participants so that
problems can be solved in ways that fit within local knowledge frameworks. For example, Cvitanovic et al. (2014) found that natural resource managers do not necessarily consider scientific information to be more important than other knowledge, highlighting the importance of understanding how those managers frame the issues and which knowledge systems they rely on before attempting to develop usable knowledge for them. RAP was designed for use when there is an urgent need for intervention and/or when the resources (time, money, and people) are not available for long-term ethnographic research, in contrast to AR, which relies on long-term immersion in stakeholder communities.

RAP requires multiperson, multidisciplinary teams to enact its two main tenets: triangulation of data and iterative analysis. Teams should also include members of the local community whenever possible. Research teams should draw information from two groups of participants: a convenience sample to gain a broad overview of the issue and key informants selected for their particular knowledge of the situation. Multiperson data collection teams help researchers gain multiple perspectives on the situation and help them avoid missing key details during interviews and observations. Iterative data analysis requires the research team to spend significant amounts of time discussing among themselves what they heard and observed during fieldwork. Beebe (2001) stressed that at least one member of the research team should have training in social science research methods to ensure that inquiries are structured appropriately.

Using a RAP approach can be helpful for climate science research teams seeking to understand the management context in which climate science will be applied. By better understanding organizational functions, information flows within the agency, how decisions are made, and previous experiences with climate information, scientists may be better able to produce climate knowledge more readily usable by resource managers. RAP best represents either the consultative or collaborative modes because while it integrates stakeholder knowledge into the research process, the research team most often performs the analysis and interventions; the local community members or stakeholders are not necessarily part of these tasks. Researchers may find that they still need an approach with more opportunities for in-depth engagement in order to support knowledge coproduction. However, RAP can help lay a strong foundation for a relationship to be built between scientists and stakeholders.

**RAP case study**

Westphal and Hirsch (2010) used a RAP approach to better understand the attitudes and behaviors of Chicago residents toward climate change as part of the city’s climate action planning process. They found that by deploying a team of researchers to work in a number of Chicago communities they were able to collect a large amount of data from residents in a short amount of time. They paid community members a stipend to help with research activities such as connecting researchers with key community organizations, facilitating focus groups, informing study design, and data analysis. The research team (including community members) used interviews, focus groups, participant observation, and other more novel methods such as drawing exercises to gather information from community members about climate change concerns. Westphal and Hirsch (2010) reported a key outcome of the RAP approach was that neighborhood concerns were placed at the center of discussions so that actions resulting from this project could balance local concerns and broader climate change concerns, reinforcing the sense that local voices had been heard.

**4) PARTICIPATORY INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT**

Participatory integrated assessment (PIA) is a multidisciplinary approach that seeks to develop policy- or decision-relevant knowledge about environmental problems through the integration of stakeholder knowledge into modeling and scenario-planning efforts (Salter et al. 2010; Toth and Hizsnyik 1998). PIA facilitates the integration of stakeholder knowledge and values into models and scenarios of climate change that can then be used to inform decision-making processes (Salter et al. 2010; van Asselt Marjolein and Rijkens-Klomp 2002). Stakeholders in PIA are can range from policy makers to the affected general public.

PIA frameworks rely on a set of primary disciplinary elements and primary integration tools (Toth and Hizsnyik 1998). Primary disciplinary elements are methods, theories, and models that address the issue of interest such as general circulation models, demographic models, opinion surveys, and participatory models (Toth and Hizsnyik 1998; van Asselt Marjolein and Rijkens-Klomp 2002). Primary integration tools can range from simple flow diagrams to complex network charts, or from plain checklists to impact matrices (Toth and Hizsnyik 1998). Participation mechanisms vary depending on the context and questions but can include workshops for larger, more public groups or focus groups for smaller, more targeted groups of stakeholders. PIA’s focus on integrating a variety of forms of stakeholder knowledge with more standard scientific knowledge and its flexible approach in selecting participants means that it has the potential to be used in consultative, collaborative, or collegial modes. However, there are some limits on the ways in which stakeholder
knowledge is likely to be used, due to the focus on technical models and scenarios, which could constrain the ways some stakeholders are able to participate.

**Participatory integrated assessment case study**

Climate Options for the Long Term (COOL) was a PIA project that was part of the development of long-term climate policy at the Dutch, European, and global scales (Berk et al. 2002). The project was designed as a series of workshops with the objectives of 1) exploring long-term targets for stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions; 2) exploring the most promising options for long-term international climate policy and their implications for the medium term; 3) enhancing the understanding between countries with different positions and interests in climate change; 4) broadening the understanding of scientific aspects of climate issues; and 5) developing common frameworks for analyzing and evaluating policy options (Berk et al. 2002). Utilizing a back-casting methodology, participants developed a potential future scenario based both on models and stakeholder input and reasoned backward to the present to identify policy goals consistent with achieving the future scenario (Salter et al. 2010). Workshop participants included policy makers from both developed and developing countries, stakeholders involved in international climate change policy negotiations, and climate scientists. Stakeholders were mainly involved in option assessment, goal setting, and strategy formulation (Kloprogge and van der Sluijs 2006). The project resulted in the development of strategies and policy goals for technological adaptations to meet an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions for the Netherlands (Salter et al. 2010). Targeted stakeholder input helped the participants agree on a future scenario goal and created buy-in on strategies to achieve the mutual goal.

5) **BOUNDARY ORGANIZATIONS**

A boundary organization is a group or institution that takes on the challenging tasks of both working at and managing the science–policy boundary (Guston 2001). The role of a boundary organization is to facilitate the process of coproduction by allowing scientists and decision makers to maintain their independence and objectivity while also creating some permeability of the boundary to allow for coproduction of knowledge (Clark et al. 2011). To be successful in managing the boundary, these organizations take on four key functions (Cash et al. 2006):

1) Convening—the process of bringing parties together for face-to-face contact; this forms the foundation for relationships of trust and mutual respect.

2) Translation—either literally, as from one language to another, or figuratively, as from one side of the boundary to the other.

3) Collaboration—bringing the actors together in an effort to coproduce knowledge.

4) Mediation—representing and evaluating different interests so that mutual gains can be created and the process is perceived as fair and just.

These functions can appear in different mixes in different organizations (Cash et al. 2006). Boundary organizations act as “an intermediary between the users and the scientists, and [are] fluent in both worlds” (Dilling and Lemos 2011, p. 685). Knowledge brokers are individuals who fulfill many of the same functions as boundary organizations, acting as intermediaries between researchers and decision makers (Meyer 2010; Michaels 2009). They may work within boundary organizations or become members of the research team with the specific task of mediating the science–policy boundary.

There are several ways to approach creating or using a boundary organization in the process of knowledge coproduction. A research or policy team can create a new boundary organization to suit a particular project or purpose, which can ensure that information is customized for the intended user (Dilling and Lemos 2011). See the case study (below) for an example of a boundary organization created to facilitate one specific project. A second approach is to use an existing boundary organization to mediate a coproduction process. For example, the NOAA Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISA) program, established in 1995 with one organization to address a specific regional problem (Pulwarty et al. 2009), now consists of 10 programs, which have the capacity to work with new stakeholders and scientists on a range of projects. Science shops, a European model in which universities support small research groups whose goal is to democratize science by making scientists available to answer community groups’ research questions either free of charge or at reduced rates (Fischer et al. 2004; Gnaiger and Martin 2001), are another type of existing boundary organization. Finally, an existing organization can take on the role of a boundary organization, although Dilling and Lemos (2011) caution that this can require large-scale mission change and is, therefore, not always practical.

Boundary organizations or knowledge brokers do not all work in the same way nor do individual boundary organizations work the same way on each project (Michaels 2009); they have training and experience that helps them select appropriate modes and approaches based on the specific questions and contexts of each individual project. Using a boundary organization,
particularly one that is established, allows researchers to connect with experts who can help guide the collaborations and who may be able to use their existing connections to lay the foundation for a new collaboration between researchers and decision makers. Because the goal of a boundary organization is to facilitate collaboration between scientists and stakeholders, they regularly work within the consultative, collaborative, and collegial modes.

Boundary organizations case study

As part of a project to address the combined risks of sea level rise, population growth, and development of economic assets along the Dutch coast, the Dutch government appointed a committee on sustainable coastal development, which functioned as a boundary organization (Boezeman et al. 2013). The committee was made up of both scientists and politicians—members from both sides of the boundary. Within each of these domains, a number of disciplines were represented such as climate science, water engineering, agriculture, politicians, and business representatives, which kept either domain from being “overhomogenised” (Boezeman et al. 2013). The committee members and staff were also well connected outside of the group, which helped them to act as boundary agents with the broader Dutch community. The committee routinely sought opinions and ideas from regional stakeholders, which enabled them to gain the trust of the stakeholders and to refine their recommendations based on stakeholder experiences. Finally, the committee created a boundary object—in this case a report—which was used as a formative tool to vet and debate scientific and other policy-relevant information as well as translate technical information to reach multiple audiences. By working at the intersection of several boundaries (science/policy and general public/policy makers), the committee was able to craft recommendations for a “worst-case” sea level projection that went beyond the then-current IPCC sea level projections, reaching beyond the current scientific consensus to address, through policy, a potentially much more significant threat to the Dutch people.

4. Evaluating coproduction of climate science knowledge

A consistent refrain in the literature on coproduction of knowledge within the climate sciences is the need to assess the impact of the science as well as to understand why and under what conditions the science is or is not used as expected (Bellamy et al. 2001; Fazey et al. 2014). The complexities of evaluating impacts on natural resource management or attributing outcomes directly to any one particular action make it tempting to rely on more easily tracked metrics, such as number of peer-reviewed articles or other research outputs (Bell et al. 2011; Roux et al. 2010). While the scientific credibility afforded by peer review is important to ensure the quality of the science developed through coproduction, usability, which is the intended outcome of coproduction, must be evaluated in new ways more suitable to its unique role in both advancing science and societal outcomes (Bell et al. 2011; Fazey et al. 2014). As Fazey et al. (2014) noted, different types of knowledge exchange (modes of engagement in our terms) require different evaluative approaches. Since engagement and coproduction are processes, we note the importance of evaluation approaches that address process as well as outcomes. To evaluate process, one must understand how and why a particular collaborative approach and mode of engagement are intended to work, which is made easier by using an existing and tested collaborative research approach.

There have been some preliminary steps taken toward evaluating coproduction as a process as well as the desired outcome of that process: usable science. The National Research Council (NRC) developed a set of metrics to evaluate usable science and the processes used to produce it in the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) (National Research Council 2005). The NRC metrics consist of process metrics, which include variables such as leadership, priority setting, and promotion of partnerships; input metrics such as sufficient intellectual and technological foundation to support the research and sufficient resources to complete the program; output metrics, which include peer-reviewed results that are also broadly accessible to users; outcome metrics such as improved scientific understanding and operational use of the results; and impact metrics, which measure long-term impacts such as an increase in the public understanding of climate issues. While the NRC metrics can be helpful in framing the kinds of questions that are necessary to assess the success of a coproduction of knowledge process, they fall short in terms of closely examining the process by which new knowledge is produced or coproduced. The process metrics focus on the presence or absence of various resources or activities (a leader with sufficient authority, development of a multi-year plan, a strategy for setting priorities and allocating resources, for example) but do not address how those resources are used or activities are undertaken.

Dilling and Lemos (2011) provided more detailed suggestions such as focusing on outcomes like the scientist–stakeholder relationship, the accessibility of the science knowledge produced, and progress on specific societal outcomes. As discussed above, Lemos et al. (2012) posited that the three key variables in the successful production of usable science are users’ perception
of the information’s fit to their needs, how well the new information fits within their existing knowledge frameworks (interplay), and the level and quality of interaction between science producers and science users. Kirchhoff et al. (2013) identified two-way communication and long-term relationships as keys to successful coproduction because they allow for trust building and accountability, which increases users’ perceptions of information salience, credibility, and legitimacy.

Reed et al. (2014) distilled a set of five principles for effective knowledge exchange from a broad review of literature and expert interviews. They found that effective knowledge exchange requires that the process be designed into the research project, that stakeholders should be systematically selected to ensure accurate representation, that long-term relationships should be built on two-way communication and cogeneration of knowledge, that the focus should be on tangible, timely results, and that researchers should reflect on their work and refine their practice.

One example of an effort to apply these kinds of evaluation measures to a specific boundary organization comes from the Pacific RISA (Table 3). The program has identified indicators and metrics similar to those suggested in the literature above. They track partnerships and collaborations to gauge both the reach of their partnerships by counting how many stakeholders they work with and who they are missing in their collaborations as well as tracking the level and quality of those relations through qualitative descriptions of stakeholder roles and involvement.

### Table 3. Example of metrics developed to assess scientist–stakeholder collaboration, adapted from Ferguson et al. (2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Variable or indicator</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workshop research activities</td>
<td>• Interest among stakeholders</td>
<td>• Attendance and feedback from postworkshop evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning and change in knowledge</td>
<td>• Expressed feedback on learning impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnerships and collaborations</td>
<td>• Degree, type, and quality of partnership</td>
<td>• Lists of partners and stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Description of roles and involvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

The research on coproduction of knowledge has found that greater engagement between scientists and stakeholders tends to produce more usable science because engagement engenders trust in both the science and the science producers (Dilling and Lemos 2011; Lemos et al. 2012). The crucial next step in making coproduction of knowledge a more widely accepted and used approach to creating usable (and used) science is to refine our understanding, through empirical study, of what specific actions and activities most effectively produce the trusting, long-term relationships necessary to the coproduction of usable science. In other words, if we are more deliberate in how we coproduce knowledge and in how we assess the processes and outcomes involved, we can speed the process of learning and be more effective in coproducing climate science. We believe that by using established approaches, such as those described above, we stand a better chance of creating processes in which we can effectively establish working partnerships between scientists and stakeholders. Using and evaluating existing approaches may also help us develop new approaches, through iterative testing, that prove particularly effective in the climate science community.

The approaches discussed here provide frameworks to help both scientists and decision makers better understand the needs of and challenges facing their partners. It is crucial, however, that attention be given to how the approaches are undertaken. Researchers interested in coproduction of knowledge or other forms of collaborative research should reflect upon the questions being raised by decision makers, the context in which those questions arise, and the resources available to answer the questions. The answers to these questions will determine which mode of engagement and research approach will be most effective in any given project.

In much the same way that descriptive coproduction notes the interplay between science and society, deliberate coproduction should be an interplay between social science and physical or natural science. Social science can help structure and guide the ways in which the physical or natural science is deployed in search of policy or resource management answers. The social science practice of researcher reflection can also be considered an integral part of coproduction of knowledge, encouraging researchers to reflect upon their experiences, their challenges, and their successes. Lessons learned from one project can then be consciously applied to another coproduction process.

More research focused on the outcomes of collaborative knowledge production can also help move the field forward. Case studies describing how particular projects were structured, detailing both challenges and successes,
and describing whether or how new climate science has been integrated into management decision making can help future researchers and stakeholders better understand the dynamics of collaboration and set reasonable goals for the use of new knowledge. Broader investigations of collaborative approaches using common evaluative frameworks will allow us to be rigorous in the ways we identify the specific elements that contribute most directly to coproduction of knowledge and usable science.

The context in which scientists and stakeholder collaborate, the questions being asked, the approach taken to build the partnership, and the specific actions and activities used to further the collaboration will all impact the outcome of the production of usable science. By being deliberate about our approaches to collaboration and reflecting upon on our practices we can advance the practice of knowledge coproduction, better integrate science and decision making, and address some of the most urgent environmental challenges of our time.
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